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Pulmonary diseases usually result in changes of the blood‐gas exchange function in

the early stages. Gas exchange across the respiratory membrane and gas diffusion in

the alveoli can be quantified using hyperpolarized 129Xe MR via chemical shift

saturation recovery (CSSR) and diffusion‐weighted imaging (DWI), respectively.

Generally, CSSR and DWI data have been collected in separate breaths in humans.

Unfortunately, the lung inflation level cannot be the exactly same in different

breaths, which causes fluctuations in blood‐gas exchange and pulmonary micro-

structure. Here we combine CSSR and DWI obtained with compressed sensing, to

evaluate the gas diffusion and exchange function within a single breath‐hold in

humans. A new parameter, namely the perfusion factor of the respiratory membrane

(SVRd/g), is proposed to evaluate the gas exchange function. Hyperpolarized 129Xe

MR data are compared with pulmonary function tests and computed tomography

examinations in healthy young, age‐matched control, and chronic obstructive pulmo-

nary disease human cohorts. SVRd/g decreases as the ventilation impairment and

emphysema index increase. Our results indicate that the proposed method has the

potential to detect the extent of lung parenchyma destruction caused by age and

pulmonary diseases, and it would be useful in the early diagnosis of pulmonary

diseases in clinical practice.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

MR with hyperpolarized (HP) noble gases can enhance the MR sensitivities of gases by over four orders of magnitude above those at thermal equi-

librium. Thus, it has been widely used to study gas diffusion in alveoli and blood‐gas exchange across the respiratory membrane, which constitute

the essential functions of the lung.1,2 Among the candidates for HP gas lung MR, 129Xe has unique advantages because it has a long spin–lattice
MC, age‐matched control; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CS, compressed sensing; CSSR, chemical shift saturation

ickness; Dp, mean pulmonary density; DWI, diffusion‐weighted MR imaging; EI, percentage of emphysema; FEV1, forced expiratory

ed vital capacity; Hct, hematocrit; HP, hyperpolarized; Lrms, mean airway length; MOXE, model of xenon exchange; PFT, pulmonary

as volume ratio; SVRd, dissolved surface area‐to‐gas volume ratio; SVRd/g, perfusion factor of the respiratory membrane; SVRg,

T, exchange time constant; TP, tissue/plasma; Vt, percentage of tissue volume; η, fraction of RBC xenon relative to total xenon in blood
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relaxation time (T1),
3,4 good solubility in tissue/plasma (TP) and red blood cells (RBCs), and good chemical shift sensitivity to its surrounding

environment.5

Because of these properties, HP 129Xe MR has been widely utilized in previous studies to explore pulmonary microstructure and function.6-9

On the one hand, the pulmonary blood‐gas exchange function can be quantitatively characterized by measuring the dynamics of dissolved 129Xe

(129Xe in TP and RBC) and gaseous 129Xe in the lung. Xenon transfer contrast and chemical shift saturation recovery (CSSR) are widely used

methods for measuring the exchange dynamics of xenon in the lung. CSSR can directly measure the dynamic information of dissolved 129Xe in

bothTP and RBC and obtain comprehensive information regarding gas exchange. Several theoretical models have been developed to quantify pul-

monary function and microstructure by analyzing the CSSR data.7-9 Furthermore, these models have been successfully used to assess the global

physiological changes caused by pulmonary diseases, such as interstitial lung disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and

radiation‐induced lung injury.10-13 On the other hand, diffusion‐weighted MR imaging (DWI) is a widely used technique for estimating pulmonary

microstructure, and has been applied for regional visualization in human studies.14,15 Moreover, morphological measurements have been used to

comprehensively quantify the pulmonary microstructure,16,17 and these measurements can be used to evaluate the pulmonary microstructure

changes caused by age and diseases. In summary, CSSR could be used to detect the gas exchange information across the respiratory membrane

while DWI could be used to detect the gas diffusion in the alveoli. Therefore, by combining CSSR and DWI, both the gas exchange and diffusion

can be obtained with HP 129Xe MR, which is important for understanding pulmonary diseases comprehensively. For example, it could be used for

the evaluation of the changes of the surface of the respiratory membrane, which is hard to distinguish from the changes of thickness of the respi-

ratory membrane in the traditional clinical examination.

Generally, CSSR and DWI data are collected in separate breaths in humans due to the long acquisition time, which can be more than 15 s for

either CSSR11 or DWI acquisition.15,17 However, the lung inflation level may vary in different breaths, which unfortunately would cause fluctua-

tions of blood‐gas exchange and pulmonary microstructure.6,18,19 Blood‐gas exchange functional changes caused by lung inflation levels have

been reported in the previous study,12 eg dissolved‐to‐gas xenon ratio and surface area‐to‐gas volume ratio (SVR). Additionally, some studies have

found that the morphometric size of the human pulmonary acinus measured using HP 129Xe MR was affected by the lung inflation leve.l6,19

Accordingly, it is essential to accelerate the acquisition speed for collecting CSSR and DWI data within a single breath‐hold to avoid the influence

of the lung inflation level on the measured parameters associated with pulmonary structure and function. Recently, compressed sensing (CS) has

been confirmed to be effective in accelerating MR acquisitions20 and has been applied to HP gas DWI, namely, CS‐DWI.21,22 By using CS‐DWI, it

is possible to acquire both CSSR and DWI data using HP gases MR within a single breath‐hold. Thus, the respiratory membrane and pulmonary

microstructure can be assessed in the identical inflation level without ionizing radiation, which would be useful in clinical practice.

In this study, both CSSR and DWI data were collected within a single breath‐hold, and two parameters, namely the perfusion factor of the

respiratory membrane (SVRd/g) and the mean airway length (Lrms), were used to assess the respiratory membrane and pulmonary microstructure

at the identical inflation level. Additionally, pulmonary physiological parameters were used to evaluate the influences of age and pulmonary

diseases on the respiratory membrane and pulmonary microstructure.
2 | EXPERIMENT

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). Informed consent was obtained from each subject.

2.1 | Theory

Physiological parameters were extracted by fitting CSSR data to the model of xenon exchange (MOXE),9 and the exchange time constant (T), the

normalization factor (b), the fraction of RBC xenon relative to total xenon in blood (η), the barrier‐to‐septal ratio (ξ/d), and the pulmonary capillary

transit time (tX) were obtained directly. The total septal wall thickness (d) could be obtained by using the following equation:

d ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
π2DT

p
(1)

by using the diffusion coefficient for xenon in the lung tissue, D ~ 3.3 × 10−6 cm2/s.12

The dissolved surface area‐to‐gas volume ratio (SVRd) and the hematocrit (Hct) could be extracted with the following approaches, respectively:

SVRd ¼ 2b=λd (2)

Hct ¼ η=λRBC= η=λRBC þ 1 − ηð Þ=λPð Þ: (3)

By using the average Ostwald solubility of xenon in the entire lung (λ = 0.2),12 in the RBC (λRBC = 0.19), and in the plasma (λP = 0.091)23 in

Equations 2 and 3, SVRd, Hct, and the air‐blood barrier thickness (ξ) could be obtained.
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The pulmonary microstructural parameters were extracted from HP noble gas DWI, and the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value was

calculated pixel by pixel according to

ADC ¼ ln S0=Sð Þ½ �=b1 (4)

where S is the signal intensity of the image pixel with diffusion‐weighted factor b1 and S0 is the intensity of the pixel without weighting.24

The root mean square displacement of the particle, Xrms, after a diffusion time texp along a given direction was determined with the following

equation25:

Xrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 texp D0

p
(5)

where D0 is the free diffusion coefficient of the particle.

A proposed modification to the q‐space imaging diffusion model26 that accounted for the short diffusion time condition (diffusion time Δ≈ dif-

fusion gradient pulse width δ) has been shown to give improved measurements in the case of restricted diffusion. Improved measurements were

also found in human lung studies.27 The diffusion time was rewritten as26

texp ¼ Δþ δ: (6)

The average root mean square displacement in the case of restricted diffusion was characterized as26

Lrms ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 texp ADC

p
: (7)

It was known that the SVR = 4/Lm for isotropic tissues.28 Then, the predicted gas surface area‐to‐gas volume ratio of the pulmonary airspace

(SVRg) was approximately expressed as

SVRg ¼ 4
Lrms

(8)

where Lrms is the global mean value here.

SVRd/g was defined from SVRd normalized to SVRg as

SVRd=g ¼ SVRd=SVRg (9)

where SVRd was obtained by fitting the CSSR data to the MOXE and SVRg was extracted according to Equation 8.

2.2 | Population

Fourteen subjects were recruited, including four younger subjects (aged 24–27) and ten older subjects (aged 55–77). Pulmonary function tests

(PFTs) were performed for all subjects and graded according to the GOLD Executive Summary,29 and the older subjects received computed

tomography (CT) examinations and plethysmography. The demographic information and PFT results are summarized in Table 1. The younger sub-

jects were normal according to the PFT results (labeled as HY subjects). Five of the older subjects were normal according to the PFT results (aged

58–74, labeled as age‐matched control (AMC) subjects). Five of the older subjects were in different GOLD stages according to the PFT results

(aged 55–77, labeled as COPD subjects).

2.3 | MR study procedures

All experiments were performed on a 1.5 T whole‐body MRI Scanner (Avanto, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a horizontal magnet using a

homebuilt transmit‐receive vest RF coil (17.61 MHz for 129Xe). HP xenon was produced with the spin‐exchange optical pumping (SEOP)30

technique using a commercial polarizer system (verImagin Healthcare, Wuhan, China) with a freeze‐out accumulation procedure in a cold finger.13

The polarizer system was equipped with a 65 W narrowed‐width laser diode array (OptiGrate, Oviedo, FL, USA) and run in the flow‐through

mode. A gas mixture of 1% enriched 129Xe (86% 129Xe isotope), 89% 4He, and 10% N2 was used in this study. After the xenon accumulation

process, HP gas was thawed using hot water and extracted into a 1 L Tedlar bag, which was purged to approximately 9 Pa with a vacuum pump.

The available spin polarization of xenon in the Tedlar bag was approximately 15%.

Before the MR experiments, the subject inhaled 1 L of gas mixture (5% xenon +95% N2) from two Tedlar bags connected by a Y‐tube from

functional residual capacity (FRC) to calibrate the flip angle and gas 129Xe center frequency.12 Afterward, the subject inhaled 1 L of gas mixture

(30% xenon +70% N2) from FRC for the CSSR and DWI experiments.



TABLE 1 Subject demographics and PFT results

Subject Age Sex BMIa, kg/m2 FEV1/FVC, % FEV1(% pred) GOLD state

HY1b 25 M 19.6 84.7 114.7 Normal

HY2 27 M 23.9 85.5 153.2 Normal

HY3 27 M 22.5 86.7 117.4 Normal

HY4 24 M 20.8 83.5 119.5 Normal

AMC1 59 M 23.5 80.7 151.9 Normal

AMC2 58 M 20.2 77.7 118.9 Normal

AMC3 70 M 18.4 78.4 158.7 Normal

AMC4 70 M 26.2 79.5 105.1 Normal

AMC5 74 F 24.1 70.4 113.9 Normal

COPD1c 71 M 17.4 28.7 28.3 GOLD IV

COPD2 68 M 17.3 46.3 70.9 GOLD II

COPD3 55 M 27.6 67.5 84.8 GOLD I

COPD4 77 F 18.9 67.1 102.2 GOLD I

COPD5 60 M 23.3 48.9 47.8 GOLD III

aBMI, body‐mass index.
bHY subjects were young subjects with normal PFT results.
cCOPD subjects were in different GOLD stages according to the PFT results.
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2.4 | Acquisitions of the CSSR and DWI MR data

The pulse sequence for collecting the CSSR and DWI data within a single breath‐hold (a total time of 10 s) is shown in Figure 1. First, CSSR data

were obtained for each delay time, and then 2D multi‐slice DWI data were acquired using CS. For the acquisition of CSSR data, three 1.6 ms

Gaussian saturation RF pulses with a flip angle of 90° (centered at +208 ppm relative to the chemical shift of xenon gas in the alveoli) separated

by gradient spoilers were used to destroy the dissolved xenon magnetization (Figure 2). After a series of variable delays that controlled how much
FIGURE 1 The acquisition processes of the proposed method (a total time of 10 s). First, CSSR data were obtained for different delay times with
a modified sequence (a total time of 5.3 s). Then, 2D multi‐slice DWI data were acquired with the CS method (CS‐DWI, a total time of 4.2 s).
Finally, spectra were acquired for correction of the flip angle difference between gaseous xenon and dissolved xenon (a total time of 0.4 s). N is the
number of different blood‐gas exchange delay times ε

FIGURE 2 Pulse sequence diagram for the CSSR acquisition. The dissolved phase xenon magnetization was destroyed by three 1.6 ms gauss RF
pulses (centered at +208 ppm relative to the chemical shift of xenon gas in the alveoli) separated by gradient spoilers. Following a variable delay
time ε, a 1.2 ms gauss RF pulse (centered at +208 ppm) was applied and an FID was collected (bandwidth = 10 kHz, 512 data points). The process
was repeated within the same breath‐hold with ε ranging from 5 ms to 700 ms



FIGURE 3 Diagram of the diffusion gradients and acquisition pattern of CS‐DWI. A, diffusion‐sensitizing pulse gradient waveform. Characteristic
parameters of the waveform included the maximum gradient amplitudeGm, the diffusion time Δ, the pulse width δ, and the ramp time τ. B, the 2D CS
undersampling pattern with a reduction factor (R) of 2. The black points are those not sampled. For human experiments, 2D diffusion‐weighted HP
129Xe images were acquired in a coronal plane using a multi‐slice spoiled gradient recalled echo sequence (FOV = 384 × 384 mm2, matrix
size = 64 × 64, slices = 5, thickness = 25 mm, flip angle = 9°, bandwidth = 12.5 kHz, and R = 2). Diffusion weighting was achieved by using bipolar
gradients (Gm = 28.395 mT/m, Δ = δ = 3.6 ms, τ = 0.3 ms) with a b‐value of 12 s/cm2
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xenon gas could enter into the lung parenchyma and the blood from the alveolar airspace, a 1.2 ms Gaussian excitation RF pulse with a flip angle of

90° (centered at +208 ppm) was applied for data collection (TE = 0.7 ms, bandwidth = 10 kHz, 512 data points). The process was repeated 21

times during the same breath‐hold with a delay time ranging from 5 ms to 700 ms (a total time of 5.3 s). For the acquisition of the DWI data,

2D diffusion‐weighted HP 129Xe images were acquired with the CS method23 in the coronal plane using a multi‐slice spoiled gradient recalled

echo sequence (FOV = 384 × 384 mm2, matrix size = 64 × 64, slices = 5, thickness = 25 mm, flip angle = 9°, TR/TE = 13.10/9.54 ms,

bandwidth = 12.5 kHz, reduction factor R = 2, total acquisition time = 4.2 s). Diffusion weighting was achieved by using bipolar gradients

(amplitude = 28.395 mT/m, Δ = δ = 3.6 ms, τ = 0.3 ms) with a b‐value of 12 s/cm2 (Figure 3). For each diffusion‐weighted image, an accompanying

unweighted image was acquired first in an interleaved fashion in each line of k‐space. After acquiring the DWI data, spectra were acquired for

correction of the flip angle difference between gaseous xenon and dissolved xenon (a total time of 0.4 s) and the process was similar to the con-

cept in Reference 12.
2.5 | CT scans

CT was performed on a dual‐energy 64‐slice spiral CT scanner (Somatom Definition, Siemens). The entire lung was acquired from the apex to the

bottom with subjects in supine position and in deep inspiration breath‐hold before scanning. The scanning parameters were as follows: voltage,

120 kV; current, 160–180 mA s; matrix, 512 × 512; pitch, 0.75–1.0 mm; scanning layer thickness, 1 mm. Multiplanar reconstruction technology

was used to observe the lung and bronchi.
2.6 | Data processing

The parameters, namely, SVRd, d, and η, were obtained by fitting the CSSR data to the MOXE model using the nonlinear least squares method in

MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). TheTP‐to‐gas ratio (TP/gas), RBC‐to‐gas ratio (RBC/gas), and RBC‐to‐TP ratio (RBC/TP) of xenon were

also summarized from CSSR data with delay time 100 ms.12 After applying a Hanning filter to the k‐space data, the DWI data were reconstructed

with the nonlinear conjugation algorithm.20 The ADC of each slice and whole lung were calculated from the magnitude images after the threshold

segmentation and calibration of the signal attenuation from RF excitation.15 Then, Lrms and SVRd/g were calculated according to Equation 7 and

Equation 9, respectively. CT data were analyzed using Pulmonary Toolkit (PTK)31 to determine the percentage of emphysema (EI), mean

pulmonary density (Dp), and percentage of tissue volume (Vt) on a whole lung basis.
2.7 | Statistical analysis

The parameters obtained with HP 129Xe MR, PFTs, and CT (ie SVRd, d, η, ADC, TP/gas, RBC/gas, RBC/TP, Lrms, SVRg and SVRd/g, FEEV1/forced

vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) (%pred), EI, Dp, and Vt) were statistically analyzed among the younger and older

subjects with emphysema. Statistical significance was assumed for differences between the younger and older subjects that had p‐values less than

0.05 in two‐tailed t‐tests using MATLAB. Moreover, Pearson's correlation coefficients were also calculated in MATLAB among the HP 129Xe MR,

PFT, and CT results in the younger and older subjects.
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3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Population and PFTs

The demographic information and relevant PFT results are shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences in the age between the AMC

and COPD (P = 1). Meanwhile, significant differences were found both between HY and AMC (P < 0.001) and between HY and COPD (P < 0.001),

as shown in Table 2. There were no significant differences in the body‐mass index among the groups and no significant differences between the

AMC and COPD in TLC and FRC.
3.2 | CSSR and DWI results

The statistical analysis results of HP 129Xe MR, PFT, and CT data are summarized in Table 2. Comparison of DW images with b = 0 s/cm2 and

corresponding ADC maps of HY, AMC, and COPD are shown in Figure 4. The measured parameters related to the respiratory membrane and pul-

monary microstructure were consistent with the results from previous studies, and the signal‐to‐noise ratio of the DW images with b = 0 s/cm2

was 64 ± 13. For the ratios from CSSR data, TP/gas and RBC/gas were lower in COPD than those in AMC and HY (P < 0.05). However, there was

no significant difference in RBC/TP between AMC and COPD (P = 0.315).

The SVRd of the HY subjects (195 ± 18 cm−1) was consistent with the previous studies by Chang (210 ± 50 cm−1)9 and by Stewart et al

(200 ± 62 cm−1).32 The SVRd of the COPD subjects (77 ± 30 cm−1) agreed with the previous studies (117 ± 60 cm−1) from Stewart et al.32 Mean-

while, the changes of ADC among HY, AMC, and COPD agreed with the findings of previous studies.15,33

The Lrms in the HY group (235 ± 4 μm) was consistent with the histology results of Weibel34 and with the morphological measurements

(253 ± 37 μm).17 Lrms in the AMC (258 ± 9 μm) and COPD (303 ± 31 μm) were consistent with the previous studies (260 ± 27 μm and

320 ± 72 μm, respectively) by Paulin et al.33 SVRg in the HY (170 ± 3 cm−1) agreed with the findings (180 ± 50 cm−1) by Ouriadov et al.17 SVRg
TABLE 2 Statistical analysis results (mean value ± SD)

HY AMC COPD p (HY‐AMC)a p (HY‐COPD) p (AMC‐COPD)

Age, y 25.8 ± 1.5 66.2 ± 7.2 66.2 ± 8.8 <0.001 <0.001 1

BMI, kg/m2 21.7 ± 1.9 22.5 ± 3.1 20.9 ± 4.5 0.655 0.734 0.539

SVRd, cm
−1 195.5 ± 17.9 133.3 ± 18.3 77.2 ± 30.2 <0.005 <0.001 0.010

d, μm 8.8 ± 0.9 10.6 ± 2.3 9.6 ± 1.1 0.163 0.261 0.417

η 0.48 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.09 0.28 ± 0.12 0.015 0.021 0.531

ADC, cm2/s 0.038 ± 0.001 0.046 ± 0.003 0.064 ± 0.013 <0.005 0.011 0.034

Lrms, mm 0.235 ± 0.004 0.258 ± 0.009 0.303 ± 0.031 <0.005 0.008 0.029

SVRg, cm
−1 170.3 ± 2.7 155.4 ± 5.2 133.2 ± 13.9 <0.005 <0.005 0.012

SVRd/g 1.15 ± 0.11 0.86 ± 0.09 0.57 ± 0.16 0.006 <0.001 0.013

TP/gas, % 0.94 ± 0.17 0.89 ± 0.09 0.58 ± 0.12 0.596 0.016 <0.005

RBC/gas, % 0.44 ± 0.10 0.26 ± 0.10 0.13 ± 0.03 0.038 0.007 0.036

RBC/TP 0.47 ± 0.06 0.30 ± 0.11 0.24 ± 0.06 0.022 <0.001 0.315

FEV1/FVC, % 85.1 ± 1.3 77.4 ± 4.1 51.7 ± 16.2 0.010 0.010 0.022

FEV1, %pred 126.3 ± 18.1 129.7 ± 24.0 66.8 ± 29.3 0.812 0.008 0.006

FRC, L — 3.54 ± 0.24 3.45 ± 0.62 — — 0.774

TLC, L — 5.76 ± 0.12 5.63 ± 0.44 — — 0.538

EI, %b — 0.46 ± 0.35 13.40 ± 9.80 — — 0.042

Dp, g/mLb — 0.18 ± 0.01 0.14 ± 0.03 — — 0.018

Vt, %
b — 17.8 ± 1.0 13.7 ± 2.5 — — 0.018

SNR(b = 0)c 58.7 ± 4.9 62.3 ± 14.1 69.9 ± 15.2 — — —

aTwo‐tailed t‐tests.
bThese were calculated from CT results in AMC and COPD subjects.
cSignal‐to‐noise ratio of the DW unweighted images.



FIGURE 4 A‐C, comparison of DW images with b = 0 s/cm2 of a younger subject (group HY) (A), an older subject with normal PFT results (group
AMC) (B), and a COPD subject (group COPD) (C). D‐F, corresponding ADC maps
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in the AMC (155 ± 5 cm−1) and COPD (133 ± 14 cm−1) was also consistent with the previous studies: References 18 (160 ± 50 cm−1 and

100 ± 40 cm−1, respectively) and 33 (150 ± 16 cm−1 and 130 ± 28 cm−1, respectively).
3.3 | Statistical analysis results among MR, PFT, and CT data

Compared with HY, the SVRd, SVRg, η, SVRd/g, and FEV1/FVC of AMC and COPD were less (P < 0.05) while Lrms was greater (P < 0.05). The d

values of AMC (10.6 ± 2.3 μm) and COPD (9.6 ± 1.1 μm) were slightly greater (P = 0.163 and P = 0.261, respectively) than for HY

(8.8 ± 0.9 μm). Compared to AMC, the SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g, Dp, and Vt of COPD were lower (P < 0.05) while Lrms and EI were higher (P < 0.05).

However, there were no significant differences in the η and d between AMC and COPD.

For HY and AMC, SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g, and η showed a decreasing trend as age increased (P < 0.05), while Lrms showed an increasing trend as

age increased (P < 0.05), as shown in Figure 5.

For all subjects, SVRd, SVRg and SVRd/g decreased as FEV1/FVC (|r| > 0.86, P < 0.001) and FEV1(%pred) (|r| > 0.77, P < 0.005) decreased, while

Lrms correlated well with FEV1/FVC (r = −0.924, P < 0.001) and FEV1(%pred) (r = −0.782, P < 0.001), as shown in Figure 6.

For AMC and COPD, Dp and Vt decreased as FEV1/FVC (|r| > 0.96, P < 0.001) and FEV1(%pred) (|r| > 0.91, P < 0.001) decreased, while EI

increased as FEV1/FVC decreased (r = −0.94, P < 0.001) and FEV1(%pred) decreased (r = −0.88, P < 0.001), as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, in

AMC and COPD, the SVRd, SVRg, and SVRd/g decreased as EI increased (|r| > 0.89, P < 0.001) and Dp and Vt decreased (|r| > 0.92, P < 0.001), while

Lrms correlated well with EI (r = 0.893, P < 0.001), Dp (r = −0.92, P < 0.001) and Vt (r = −0.919, P < 0.001), as shown in Figure 8.
FIGURE 5 Comparison of SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g, Lrms, and η versus age in the HY and AMC subjects. SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g, and η showed a
decreasing trend as age increased (P < 0.05) while Lrms showed an increasing trend as age increased (P < 0.05)



FIGURE 6 Comparison of SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g, and Lrms versus PFT results among all the subjects. The SVRd (A, E), SVRg (B, F), and SVRd/g (C, G)
decreased as FEV1/FVC (|r| > 0.86, P < 0.01) and FEV1(%pred) (|r| > 0.77, P < 0.01) decreased, while Lrms (D, H) correlated well with FEV1/FVC

(r = −0.924, P < 0.001) and FEV1(%pred) (r = −0.782, P < 0.001)

FIGURE 7 Comparison of CT versus PFT results in the AMC and COPD subjects. Dp (B, E) and Vt (C, F) decreased as FEV1/FVC (|r| > 0.96,
P < 0.01) and FEV1(%pred) (|r| > 0.91, P < 0.01) decreased, while EI (A, D) increased as FEV1/FVC decreased (r = −0.94, P < 0.01) and
FEV1(%pred) decreased (r = −0.88, P < 0.01)
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4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, the respiratory membrane and pulmonary microstructure of humans were evaluated at identical inflation levels. The parameter,

namely the perfusion factor of the respiratory membrane (SVRd/g), was proposed to evaluate the respiratory membrane, and the parameters

showed significant differences among the healthy young, AMC, and COPD subjects.

It was found that Lrms could be used to distinguish the older subjects from the healthy young subjects. Lrms was used to characterize the mean

airway length in previous studies. It should be noted that Lrms is not the same as the mean linear intercept Lm.
16 The measured Lrms correlated well

with age (r = 0.854, P < 0.005), which was consistent with the results of the previous study using HP gas MRI.17,35 A recent study on explanted

lungs showed that HP 129Xe DWI could quantify the severity of lung parenchyma destruction, and the results correlated well with those using

quantitative histology.35 These results indicate that Lrms has potential to evaluate the changes of pulmonary airspace caused by age.



FIGURE 8 Comparison of SVRd, SVRg, SVRd/g and Lrms versus CT results (EI, Dp and Vt) in the AMC and COPD subjects. The SVRd (A, E, I), SVRg

(B, F, J) and SVRd/g (C, G, K)) decreased as EI increased (|r| > 0.89, P < 0.01) and Dp and Vt decreased (|r| > 0.92, P < 0.01) while Lrms (D, H, L)
correlated well with EI (r = 0.893, P < 0.001) and Dp (r = −0.92, P < 0.001) and Vt (r = −0.919, P < 0.001)
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SVRd/g could be used to determine the extent of lung parenchyma destruction due to age and COPD. SVRd/g was intended to evaluate the sur-

face of the pulmonary respiratory participating in blood‐gas exchange normalized to an identical ventilation state, which is similar to the concept of

the alveolar ventilation‐perfusion ratio (VA/Q).
36 There were no significant differences between AMC and COPD inTLC and FRC, and the influence

caused by lung inflation level was reduced to consider the changes caused by pulmonary disease. The measured SVRd, SVRg, η, and SVRd/g values in

the AMC subjects were much lower than that in the healthy young subjects. Meanwhile, the measured Lrms values were greater in AMC, which

indicated that parenchyma changes and airspace enlargement coexisted as the age increased.Moreover, SVRd, SVRg, and SVRd/g correlatedwell with

FEV1(%pred) among the HY, AMC, and COPD subjects (r > 0.86, P < 0.01, Figure 6), which indicated that SVRd/g has potential in the evaluation of

lung parenchyma changes caused by age. The measured SVRd, SVRg, and SVRd/g in the COPD subjects were much lower than those in the AMC sub-

jects. Moreover, TP/gas and RBC/gas were lower in COPD than in AMC and HY (P < 0.05), but there was no significant difference in RBC/TP

between AMC and COPD (P = 0.315). These results indicate the existence of destruction of the respiratory membrane as described in Reference

37. Meanwhile, the measured SVRd, SVRg, and SVRd/g decreased as EI increased (|r| > 0.89, P < 0.001) and Dp and Vt decreased (|r| > 0.91,

P < 0.001), which indicated that less lung parenchyma participated in blood‐gas exchange in COPD. Previous CT studies have demonstrated the pro-

cess of narrowing and disappearance of small airways before the onset of emphysema in COPD subjects.38 These results indicate the potential of

SVRd/g in detecting the extent of lung parenchyma destruction caused by age and COPD in vivo. Because SVRd/g is sensitive to the changes of

the pulmonary respiratory membrane, SVRd/g was expected to have an advantage over SVRd and SVRg in interstitial lung disease.11

SVRd/g was proposed to characterize the impairment of the respiratory membrane measured in the same breath‐hold. SVRd indicated the SVR

of the pulmonary respiratory membrane participating in blood‐gas exchange. SVRg predicted the SVR associated with ventilation at specified size

of the airspace. Because of the consistent gaseous xenon volume, SVRd/g could be used to evaluate the changes of the surface of the respiratory

membrane normalized to the surface of the alveoli, which is hard to distinguish from the changes of thickness of the respiratory membrane in the

traditional clinical examination. Therefore, simple airspace enlargement in the human lung could result in lower SVRg and SVRd while SVRd/g

changes little. However, higher lung inflation level could result in much lower SVRd
6,18,32 than expected, as the effective capillary capacity of

the lung decreases. Besides, a previous study32 has found a large coefficient of variation of SVRd (14.1 ± 8.0% in healthy volunteers and

18.0 ± 19.3% in COPD patients) in short and long term reproducibility assessment. For the reproducibility of SVRd/g, two aspects should be further

investigated: (1) smaller number of delay times in CSSR to reduce the breath‐hold time and (2) SVRd/g in the tidal volume of gas inhaled from FRC

to assess the respiratory membrane in the daily lung inflation level.

Several limitations still existed in this study. First, the proposed method could only obtain the global pulmonary blood‐gas exchange parame-

ters, and dissolved xenon imaging technologies12,37,39,40 should be combined with lung morphometric measurement and the advanced DWI
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method22 to comprehensively understand the microstructure and functions of the human lung using HP 129Xe MR in the future. Second, the num-

ber of subjects was limited, and more healthy older subjects should be recruited to evaluate the changes in lung function and microstructure

caused by age. Third, unlike the different lung inflation levels used in the studies of CSSR reproducibility,32 only the lung inflation level of FRC + 1 L

was used in this study, though no significant differences were found in the TLC and FRC between the AMC and COPD. Different lung inflation

levels should be considered in further studies.

In conclusion, both gas‐exchange and diffusion data were obtained within a single breath‐hold to evaluate the respiratory membrane and

pulmonary microstructure at identical inflation levels. Our results indicate that the proposed method has potential to detect the extent of lung

parenchyma destruction caused by age and pulmonary diseases, and it would be useful in the early diagnosis of pulmonary diseases in clinical

practice.
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